Ms. Sarah’s campers started the day with a discussion about what their favorite Star Wars characters were and what side of the force they align with. They then moved on to making their own Yoda arts and crafts project. They all spent an amazing amount of time and effort on their Yodas and they all look amazing! After they ate snack they learned about the “astronaut alphabet” (NATO phonetic alphabet). With our new knowledge we made rocket ships with our names in astronaut alphabet on the side. After lunch and recess we all made our very own lightsabers made out of paper towel rolls, tin foil, electrical tape, and a great deal of imagination. We then proceeded to go outside and make lava slime, that was decided to be gold with glitter, of course. To celebrate how well everyone was listening and participating we played some lightsaber tag and ninja with lightsabers. We then all went inside to enjoy some snack. To end our day, we made comets out of non-skewering skewers, tissue paper, and tin foil.

Mr. Charlie’s campers started off their morning talking about their favorite things about Star Wars. They then moved on to making their own 3D figurines, and their task was to build one strong enough to withstand being pulled out of “lava.” After snack they moved onto making their own Sith and Jedi lightsabers, where they put their very own Kyber crystals into their lightsabers in order to make them work. After lunch and recess they all worked on circuits and made electricity flow to turn on a lightbulb. Rather than giving instructions this was a free activity in order to make them think about how they could make their own lightbulb turn on. After afternoon snack they all finished the day by making lava slime and dipping their figurines into it, letting it grab onto the figurine, and then trying to take them out without them breaking.